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PressRelease 

Siegsdorf 4th July 2019 

 

Brückner Maschinenbau Technical innovations for the K 2019  

 

New line concept for single-origin packaging solutions 

Numerous new developments, also for speciality films 

    
Innovations for the demands of a circular economy 

Brückner Maschinenbau is working on a means to make films with the highest possible recycling capabilities 

producible on film stretching lines. The focus is on mono-material film with superior mechanical and optical 

properties, which will be able to substitute previous multi-layer films made from different materials. These 

are ideal for the use in new, single-origin packaging and guarantee good sortibility in waste separation and 

optimal recycling. 

 

Combination of BOPE and BOPP production 

For the K 2019 Brückner will introduce two completely new line concepts for the production of BOPE films 

(biaxially oriented polyethylene). Film producers can chose between a working width of 6.6 m and an output 

of 3 t/h, or a working width of 8.7 m and an output of 5 t/h. These are 5 layer concepts for an extended range 

of films.  

 

The new lines also have the flexibility to produce BOPP films: Specialities such as UHB films and coated 

films for high-barrier uses alongside conventional packaging film. As the demand for innovative BOPE films 

is only now starting to develop, film producers will be able to react swiftly and flexibly to market trends. 

 

New inline coater 

Even if recycling stands at the forefront of a circular economy, new mono-material structures must fulfil the 

highest demands and must not be inferior to previous packaging films. This is why Brückner has developed a 

new inline coater for all BOPP and BOPE lines, installed in the line before the transversal stretching, it makes 

the production of extremely thin functional layers within the nano-range possible.  
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Due to the extreme thinness, the layers don’t disrupt the sorting and recycling, but cater, for example, for an 

improved adherence during metallising and excellent barriers in combination with the equally thin but 

effective aluminium oxide coating. 

 

The focus remains on raw material and energy saving 

Despite all developments for the rapidly developing circular economy, Brückner Maschinenbau is keeping to 

its own ambitious objectives for a decreasing raw material usage and an increasingly minimal energy 

consumption during film production. Despite all legitimate demands about recycling and reusability, the 

challenge of climate change and the reduction of the carbon footprint throughout the entire packaging 

production chain must not be forgotten. In the fight against climate change, we will still need plastic 

packaging that is produced in a resource-saving way. 

 

Speciality film lines 

Alongside stretching lines for the production of packaging films, machines for speciality films are becoming 

more important in Brückner’s portfolio. The company will be presenting various innovations for the K 2019: 

 New high-temperature concept for BOPP capacitor film – this is interesting, for example, for the use in 

electrical components installed near motors 

 Lines for the production of stone paper based on BOPP or BOPE with a calcium carbonate proportion 

of over 60%: not only with good printability and waterproof, but also environmentally friendly in production 

 Biaxially oriented polyester films (BOPET) for optical applications. Brückner’s new, patent pending 

Relax System ensures homogenous film properties and thus high film quality and better processability 

 BOPI (biaxially oriented polyamide) is perfect for flexible optical applications, e.g. flexible displays. 

The stretching ovens and systems need to be suitable for very high temperatures of up to 400°C, is in 

Brückner’s new line concepts. 

 

Battery separator films: New technologies for growing markets 

In the field of battery separator film for lithium-ion batteries, Brückner Maschinenbau has made a good name 

for itself in the market with leading film manufacturers thanks to its successfully running lines. At the K they 

will be presenting: 

 Optimised simultaneous LISIM technology 

o For less edge trim and thus higher film gain 

o For more flexibility in the stretching profile adjustment during operation: improved mechanical 

properties such as puncture resistance and optimised pore distribution for a longer lifespan 
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 Newly developed and patented relax chain for improved film properties in regard to battery safety 

 5.5 m line width – globally unique for higher efficiency 

 Continued development of its own patented production process, the EVAPORE process, offering a more 

environmentally friendly alternative for the production of membrane films 

 

Brückner Maschinenbau, the world market leader for film stretching lines, is a member of the Brückner Group, Germany, a 

worldwide leading supplier of tailor-made engineering solutions and services for the plastics and packaging industry, with more 

than 2,500 employees. Other members of the group include Brückner Servtec, offering service & upgrading solutions for film 

stretching lines, Kiefel, specializing in machines for forming and joining plastic materials for a variety of industries, and PackSys 

Global, one of the world’s leading packaging equipment manufacturers. 

 

Contact: 

Karlheinz Weinmann, Brückner Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG  

Tel.: +49-8662-63-9278 – karlheinz.weinmann@brueckner.com– www.brueckner.com 

 

 

Want to Import Polymers from Taiwan ? 

 

If you are importer of quality /quantity finished products OR engaged in imports of Polymers in volume - Join 

Our delegation at Plascom ,Taiwan & meet Formosa,CPC authorities .. ( Just Fly Scheme ). PolymerBazaar can 

arrange FREE Air Port Pick up & drop, Stay at 5 Star hotel & meeting Taiwanese Polymer Producers at 

Plascom,Taiwan. 

 

POLYMER BAZAAR ,India - is going to arrange FREE stay of 3 Nights at 5 star hotel near to exhibition 

venue. Meeting authorities of Polymer Producers at Show ( Formosa, CPC Taiwan & other suppliers of 

Polymers/ Rubbers ) 

Just fly to Taiwan & Rest everything is FREE 

mailto:karlheinz.weinmann@brueckner.com
http://www.brueckner.com/
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1. Three Nights accommodation in  5 Star hotels, close to the exhibition ground. 

2. Direct meeting authorities of Formosa Plastic Corp., CPC & Other traders of Polymers & Rubber. 

3. Airport to Hotel  & return to Airport transfer. 

4. Daily shuttle to exhibition ground. 

5. Supporting visitors at the exhibition ground.  
 

Click Here to register: https://polymerbazar.webs.com/delegation-plascom-2019 
 

Polymer Bazaar is the single Indian Company having tie up with NPC as a delegation partner & delivering 

business delegates since last couple of editions. We are having strong presence at Iran with Ministry of 

Petroleum & NPC- (Show organizer of Iran Plast ). Pl.note, Polymer Bazaar is a one stop solution for Visitor 

Promotion, Launching of show , Space booking & RSBM.  

 Indian Importer’s VIP delegation at Ko Plas 19 ,Seoul ,Korea. 
 

 

 Indian Importer’s VIP delegation at Plast Eurasia 2018. 
 

 

 

 Iran Plast’18. 

 

https://polymerbazar.webs.com/delegation-plascom-2019
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 Iran Plast’17. 
 

 

 Iran Plast’16. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT  POLYMER 

BAZAAR: 
                                                                                             

POLYMER BAZAAR- is a 

leading Indian information 

services provider for the Plastics 

& Polymers Industry. We offer 

all news alerts by SMS, whatsapp 

Alerts. Mobile applications & E-mail Alerts along with web site access at most reasonable annual subscription.  
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We are committed to deliver up-to-date information of the highest possible quality enriched with accuracy and 

value to our readers. The contents are actively managed on a daily basis by our editorial staff from many 

international & local sources... 


